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Abstract— This paper examinations the technology used in 

Speech-to-Speech Translation that is the phrases spoken in 

one language are immediately spoken in another language by 

the device. Speech-to-Speech Translation is a three step 

software process which includes Automatic speech 

acknowledgement, Machine Translation and voice synthesis. 

This paper includes the major speech translation projects 

using different approaches for speech recognition, translation 

and text to speech synthesis importance the major pros and 

cons for the approach being used. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Speech translation is a course that takes the conversational 

speech phrase in one language as an input and translated 

speech phrases in another language as the output.  

 The three constituents of Speech-to-Speech 

Translation are connected in a sequential order. ASR is 

responsible for converting the spoken phrases of source 

language to the text in the same language monitored by 

machine translation which translates the source language next 

to goal language text and finally the speech synthesizer is 

answerable for text to speech conversion of target language. 

The new generation of smart phones, such as the Apple 

iPhone and Google Nexus One, is extremely popular and has 

revolutionized the use of mobile computing for everyday 

tasks.  

 
 Compared to their predecessors, the new smart 

phones have more dominant CPUs, larger screens, and better 

touch-enabled graphic interfaces, which provide new 

functionalities and result in a longer user practice. In addition, 

both Apple and Google provide an open software 

development toolkit (SDK) and application programming 

interfaces (APIs), agree to third-party developers to quickly 

build applications (apps) for these phones. As a result, 

hundreds of thousands of apps are available for these stages 

that allow customers a rich mobile calculating experience. As 

with many other applications, smart phone stages are a good 

candidate for organizing speech-to-speech (S2S) translation 

apps because of extreme portability, availability of local 

languages , a very large and rapidly growing customer base, 

and very cheap price points. The main challenge for 

developing S2S apps on smart phones is achieving standard 

system performance given the computational limitations of 

such platforms. 

II. WORKING 

Speech translation is the process by which relaxed spoken 

catchphrases are rapidly translated and spoken aloud in a 

second language. This changes from phrase translation, 

which is where the system only translates a fixed and finite 

set of phrases that have been physically entered into the 

system. Speech translation technology allows speakers of 

different languages to communicate. It thus is of wonderful 

value for civilization in terms of science, cross-cultural 

exchange and global business. A speech translation system 

would typically participate the following three software 

technologies: automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine 

translation (MT) and voice synthesis (TTS). 

 The speaker of language A speaks into a microphone 

and the speech recognition module recognizes the noise. It 

compares the input with a phonological model, consisting of 

a large body of speech data from multiple speakers. The input 

is then improved into a string of words , using vocabulary and 

grammar of language A, based on a huge body of text in 

language A. 

 The machine translation component then translates 

this string. Early systems substituted every word with a 

conforming word in language B. Current systems do not use 

word-for-word translation, but rather take into account the 

entire context of the input to produce the suitable translation. 

The produced translation utterance is sent to the speech 

synthesis module, which guesses the articulation and pitch 

indistinguishable the string of words based on a quantity of 

speech data in language B. Waveforms matching the text are 

selected from this database and the speech mixture connects 

and outputs them. 
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III. HOW TO USE 

1) Exposed the Translate app. 

2) At the top of the screen, tap the language buttons to select 

the languages to translate between. 

3) Tap Speak: If this button is grayed out, the pronounced 

language can't yet be translated. 

4) When told to "Speak now," say what you want to 

translate. 

IV. BENEFITS 

This app provide benefit of easy communication between 

varities of communities and people. It makes superior 

interfaces between people from various states and 

communities. 

 This apps also provides Multilanguage selection 

with foreign language as well as local languages.  

 As well, speech-to-speech translation also has its 

benefits compared with text translation, including less 

complex structure of spoken language and less vocabulary in 

spoken language. 

V. CONCLUSION 

  
We have presented a stage for mobile translation apps based 

on GF grammars, numerical disambiguation, and chunking-

based toughness, improved by Android’s off-the-shelf speech 

input and output. The platform is proved by a system that 

translates honestly open text between  some languagesthat is 

local as well as foreign , with practical performance for short 

sentences but slow  for longer ones, with additionally lower 

quality due to more explain errors. The processing units, user 

interface, and the language properties are available as open 

source software and thus usable for the community for 

building other systems with similar functionalities. As the app 

is a front end to a grammatical language resource, it can also 

be used for other language-aware tasks such as learning apps; 

this is proved in the demo app by the display of variation 

tables. 
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